Recently, computational linguistics has developed an increasing interest in historical linguistics (Gulordava and Baroni 2011; Hamilton et al. 2016; Frermann and Lapata 2016; Schlechtweg et al. 2017). Traditional historical linguistics mostly works with a restricted amount of data, while computational linguistic methods can be applied to a large amount of data. There is, however, still the need for a balanced benchmark corpus (Frermann and Lapata 2016, p. 33). The data used for corpus-based and historical computational linguistic research needs to fulfill certain criteria.

In this study, a corpus was built to investigate types of semantic change in diachrony. The construction of the corpus is based on the hypothesis that text genre strongly influences the semantics of individual items. Therefore, there needs to be an even distribution of texts and tokens for each text genre over the time period under investigation. The corpus must be able to handle the following problems: (i), variation in orthography; (ii), regional variation; (iii), distribution of texts and tokens over time; (iv), distribution of texts and tokens for each text genre over time (Eckmann 2017).

The presentation will give an example of how a corpus can be constructed that fulfills the aforementioned criteria. Using German as sample language and the DTA (Deutsches Textarchiv)\(^1\) as database, a corpus with ~10 Mio tokens was constructed to investigate several types of semantic change. It covers the time period from 1600 to 1900, i.e., the development from late Early New High German to Modern New High German (Eckmann 2017).
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